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STATISTICS
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"lhe sequence 1+»!-l+——+....+——~ 1s

(B) monotonic decreasing
(D) None of the above

(A) monotonic increasing
(C) non-decreasing
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The value of detemﬁnaut -—c 0

—b -a
(A) 0
(C) abc
DJ
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0

(B) L‘
(D) a’Cb‘c’
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1

(A) 12

(B) Z

(C) 7..

(D) 3'
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The matrix [—t
0. 1]
0 is a
(A)
(C)

llennitian mauix
symmetric matrix

(B) skew hcnnitian matrix
(D) skew symmetric matrix

L<:tXfollow U[ Then the p.d.f. of Y=tan.\' follow
(A)
(C)

Bela
Pareto

(B) Gamma
(D) Cauchy
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If X and Yarc correlated variables, then E(l’| X) and E (X | 1’) will give

(A) regression cuwes (B) normal equation
(C) regression coefficients (D) coefficient of detennination
The cumulative distribution function of a random variable X is given
by
F

1 2I
2
l \>-l

0 .\'<0

t2
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F(x)=«x+—.—¢ 0S.\'S——

Then P[X > is
(A)
(C)

._
4 (B ).....
2

Which one of the following is not a property of geometric mean?

(A) The geometric mean utilises all the information available.
(B) Geometric mean is greater than the arithtnctie mean.

(C) If a single value of the variate is zero, then the geometric
mean is zero.

(D) Negative value of the variatc will lead to imaginary value of
the geometric mean.
The pdf of a ‘random variable is given by

/(.«-)=
.
0 othetwise
ax’(b —x); 0 S at $1

Given that the mean is 0.6, the values of a and b are

(A)
1,12 (B)
(C) 1,10
(D) 12,}
10,!
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10.

A valid Host to assess an observed difference between two
independent sample mean values requires:

(i) both populations are independent.

(ii) the observations arise from normally distnbuted parent
population.

(iii) the variance must be the same for both populations.
Choose the correct set of requirements.

(A) (i) and (ii)
(C) (i) and (iii)

ll.

Let X;,X2,..., Xn be a random sample from B( 1, p), then a consistent
estimator of p( 1-p) is

w
3 ._
(C) X(1-X)
12.

(B) 3?__’_

(D) 11 X

If A and B are two independent events such that.P(;i) = 0.7 , PU?) = k
and PM K; B) = 0.8 , then the value of /c is
(A)
(C)

13.

(13) (ii) and (iii)
(D) All the three conditions

(B)
""-qlua

2
7

(D) 0

The Central Limit Theorem tells that the sampling disuibution of a
statistic is approximately normal. Which of the following conditions
are necessary for the theorem to be valid?

(A) Sample size has to be large
(B) Population from which the samples are drawn is nonnal
(C) Population variance has to be small
(D) Population from which the samples are drawn is symmetric
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Let X. ~ N(,u = 2, 02 = 1) and X, ~ My = 3, 02 = 2) and X, and X, are
independent. Then the distribution of 2X. + 3):’; is

(A) N(12, 15)
(C) M22, 13)
15.

(B) N(l5,l2)
(D) N03, 22)

If the coefficient of correlation between two variables is — 0.4, then the
coefficient of determination is

(A) 0.84
(C) 0.16

(B) 0.6
(D) —-0.6

A family of parametric distributions, for which the mean and vaiiance
do not exist, is

(A) Polya’s distribution
(B) Cauchy distribution
(C) Negative binomial disnibntion
(D) Pareto distribution
The 11v, Xhas the p.d.f. f(x) = ae"”,0 < x < oo. Then the c.d.f. is

(A) 1.65% (B) 1-1

[___e-ur l__ em

X takes the value 0, 1, 2, 3 with iespective probabilities 0.1, 0.3, 0.5
and 0.1. What is the mean of Y = X’ + 2X ?

(A) 20
(C) 15.1

(B) 16
(D) 6.4
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19 If A= O b 0 , then/1" is equal to

0Oc

0
0
0
ii”
0
0
(A)0b0 (B)01bO

0
0
c
0
0
%
-0 O 0 rbc 0 0

(C) 0 —b 0 (D) 0 ca 0

o 0 -c [0 0 ab
110
—-1
12,
220

20. If M = , then the rank of 11! 18 equal to

-1 0 1

(A)
(B) 14
(C) 23 (D)
21. If one root of the equation x2 +p.\‘ + q = O is 3—z'x,5, then the value of
p and q are

(A) -6, 11 (B) 6, 11

(C) -6, 7 (D) ——6, 14
l -1 4
22. The matrix 2 —l 5 is

2 -2 8

(A) singular with rank 2
(C) singular with rank 1

(B) 11on—singu1ar with rank 3

(D) n0n—singular with mnk 2
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23.

The value of lim Sin I is
x—a0 x

(A) 1 (B) 0
(C) -" (D) 2
1

24.

Given the two lines of regression as 3X — 41’ + 8 = O and 4X—~ 31’ = 1,
the means of X and Y are

25.

The mean of the values 0, 1, 2, ..., n with coltesponding weights
"Co , "C1, , "C" respectively is

(A)(n+1)
2“ (B){ll(H+1)}
_._2L__.

(n+1) 2

(C) —-5- (D) 2
26.

If X and Y are two independent Poisson random variables with equa!
means, and the pmbabilities are equal when X = 3 and Y = 4, then the
variance of 3X+ 2)’ is

(A) 13
(C) 25

(B) 52
(D) 14
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27.

If a random variable X follows normal with mean 0 and variance 02,

tl1enE[X|X>0] is

(B) x/Ea

(A) J2‘
7!"

(D) 0

(C) ‘F0
71'

28.

If PBX -1] S 2] _>. 0.75 , then the mean and variance of the distribution

of X are

(A)
1, 21 (B)
(C) '2,
(D)
29.

The joint probability density function of (X, Y) is given by
_2

f(.\’,y) = ,1)’: +%; 0 <3‘ <2; 0 < y <1

2 0 otherwise

Then P[X > 1] is

(A) 12% (B) f;

(C) 32- (D) g

30.

Time reversal test and Factor reversal test are satisﬁed by

(A) Laspeyre’s index number
(B) Paascl1e’s index number
(C) Fisher‘s index number
(D) Mznshall-Eclgewo1'tl1 index number
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31.

25 32

A simple random sample of size 6 is drawn using without replacement
method from a population of size 10. If population variance is 9, the
standard error of the estimate of the population mean is

(A) ‘E (B) J;

(C) (E (D) (E

32.

If ‘A. denote the likelihood ratio test statistic, then under null hypothesis

-2 log it follows

(A) Standard normal distribution
(B) Chi square distribution
(C) Student-t distribution
(D) Uniform distribution
II

33.

For the observations x1, x2, , x,,, z(x, — A)2is mininmnn, when A is
Jul

(A) median (B) mode

(C) mean (D) range
34.

The p1'0ducer’s risk is the

(A) probability of rejecting a good lot
(B) probability of accepting a good lot
(C) probability of rejecting a bad lot
(D) probability of accepting a bad lot
35.

A random sample of size 25 is drawn from a population with mean 50
and variance 100. The standard deviation of the sample mean is

(A)
4 (D)
(B)100
2
(C) 10
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36.

The limit point of the sequence [1 -!~n—j is

(A) — (B) 8’
(C) \/E (D) 6
l

e

37.

Read the following statements

(i) Any convergent sequence is a bounded sequence.
(ii) Any bounded sequence is a convergent sequence.
The correct statement is

(A) (i) and (ii) are true
(C) only (ii) is true
38.

(B) only (i) is true

(D) and (ii) are false

If two independent random variables X and Y have Poisson distribution
with parameters 3 and 4 respectively, then P(X -I- Y 2 0) is

(A)
cm’
(B)
e-‘
(C) e" (D) e‘”
39.

The PGF of a discrete random variable X, with P[X=0)=0.S,
P(X=1)=0.3and P(X=3)=0..’Zis
(A) o.3z+o.2z’
(C) ().5+0.3!-I-0.2!

40.

3 (B) 0.5-+0.3:
(D) 0.213

The mean and variance of a random variable X, with
PGF GA. (1) 2-4-3-7 are
(A)

(C)
\1|.r~_\Dl-'-‘
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41.

xft 1: 122331:n

The arithmetic mean of the following distiibution is

+1) n(u + l)(2n + l)
(A)u(n
———-2
(B) 6

(C) 1 (D) 2u3+1
42.

The Cmde Death Rate (CDR) is deﬁned as

P

(A) CDR =%x 1000 (B) CDR = -—D-x 1000

(C) CDR—_-%xl0{l (D) CD122;-x100
where D and P are number of deaths and total population, respectively.
43.

The mean and standard deviation of a Chi—squate distribution with 8
degrees of freedom are respectively

(A) 8, 16
(C) 4, 4
44.

(B) 8. 4
(D) 4, 8

The power of a statistical test depends upon

(i) sample size
(ii) level of signiﬁcance
(iii) variance of sampled population
(iv) the dift‘e1'ence between the value speciﬁed by the null and the
a ltcrnative hypothesis.

(A) (i) and (ii) (B) (ii) and (iii)

(C) (i) and (iv) (D) All of the above
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45.

The p.d.f. of a random variable X is f(,r)= 2e"",x > 0. If F is
the c.d.f., then F(2) is

e‘
-1
3
'1
(A) Q, (B) 6

‘ 336—-1
(L)
(D) 8+1
--- ,

46.

The ANOVA table fora RBD is given below:

variation
_
Treatments
2
72
x
Blocks 3

Source of d.f S.S M.S.S F ratio

ErrorI 1- 126
12 L
Total



After ﬁnding the missing entries, the value of F for treatments ,1‘ and
blocks )2 are respectively

(A) x=7,)r=i8 (B) x='-18, y=7
(C) x=12,y=6 (D) x==6,y=12
47.

The Maximum Likelihood Estimator of Obased on a random sample of
size n from U(O, 60 is

(A) the sample mean (B) the sample median
(C) the largest order statistic (D) the smallest order statistic
48.

The first census of free India was conducted in the year

(A) 1948 (13) 1949
(C) 1950 (D) 1951
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49.

If the difference between the mean and the variance of a binomial
distribution with n = 25 is I, then the value of p is

(A) 0.04
(C) 0.96
S0.

(B) 0.2
(D) 0.8

In Neyman-Pearson theoiy of hypothesis testing, one expects that as
the sample size increases

(A) the probability of first kind of error will remain the same but
that of the second kind will decrease
(B) the probabilities of both kinds of errors will be the same
(C) the probability of first kind of C1‘l'0l' alone will decrease
(D) the probabilities of both kinds of error will decrease
51.

Bayes’ theorem is applicable to the events that are

(A) independent
(C) disjoint
S2.

(B) conditional
(D) Allof the above

The arithmetic mean of two numbers is 13 and their geometric mean is
12. Then the numbers are

(A) 12,14 (13) 13,13

(C) 15,11 (D) 18,8

S3.

If X = 4}’ + S and Y zldt’ +4 are the regression lines of/Y on 1’ and of
Y on X respectively, then
1

(A) Osksl (B) oszrsa
(C) OS/cs-3: (D) —-lsksl
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54. lfT,, is unbiased and consistent for 8, then
(A) T,,2 is unbiased and consistent for 02

(B) T.,2 is unbiased but not consistent for 92

(C) T,,2 is biased but consistent for 81

(D) T“: is biased and not consistent for 02

13

55, From the seven items A, B, C, D, E, F and G a sample of 3 items is
drawn using simple random sampling without replacemctlt basis.

-- (B) 7
(A) 35

What is the probability that the sample will contain (C, F, G)?

(C)
__1__126
(D)
V 210
56. Which one of the following statements is correct‘?

(A) Sampling and non sampling errors are present both in sample
survey and census.

(B) Non sampling errors E110 present botli in sample suwey and
census.

(C) Non sampling errors are present only in census.
(D) Non sampling cnors are present in sample survey only.

57 A sufficient condition for an estimator '1}, to be consistent for 8 is that
(A) Var (T..) ——> 0 as n -——> 00

(B) E (Tn )-—> 0 as n -——> on
(C) Var (TH) /13 (Tu ) —+ 0 as 11 —-> 00
(D) E (T,, ) ——> (9 and Var ('l‘,,) —> 0 as n ~—-> w
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58.

The geometric series 23:1 nip

(i) converges if p<l.
(ii) diverges ifpétl.
The correct statement is

(A) only (i) is false
(C) both (i) and (ii) are false
S9.

(B) only (ii) is false
(D) both (i) and (ii) are true

The eigen vectors of the matrix arc

an 1231 xx = {1} an L2} X2 = rs]

«:> 1:31 {ii a» lélsxr: in
60.

201
If?., 3 are the eigen values of[0
a O2 02,1l1e value of ‘a’ is

(A) 1--1(D)
(B)-*2
2
(C)

If x 10810 4 = 2 log 19 (1-2"), then x is equal to

(A) 0 (B) 1
(C) -1 (D) 3
l

62.

The average (A.M.) cost of 5 apples and 4 mangoes is Rs.36. The
average cost of 7 apples and 8 mangoes is Rs. 48. The total cost of 24
apples and 24 mangoes is

(A)
(C) 1044
720 (13)
(D) 2088
324

15
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63.

A boat can move at 5 km/hr in still water. The speed of stream of the
river is 1 km/In‘. The boat takes 80 minutes to go from :1 point A to
another point B and return to the same point. What is the distance
between the two points?

(B) 60 km
(D) 30 km

(A) 50 km
(C) 72 km
64.
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Three squares of a chessboarcl are chosen at random, The probability
that two are of one colour and one is of another colour is

(A) 67/992 (B) 16/21
(C)
31/32 (D) 1/50
65.

10 is the mean ofa set of 7 observations and 5 is the mean ofunolliet
set of 3 observations. The mean ofthe combined set is

..I.

(A) 8.5
15 (B)
(C)
(D) 10
75
66.

For a binomial dlS[1'll.)lllt0l1 with n :10 and 12:3, the mode 01' the
(llSi1'llJllli0ll is at

(A) .\ ? (B) ,\ = '3

(C) J.’ =—“- 4 (D) A‘ = 5
67

Which of the following is a 11011-[Zl1l(l0l1l method of selecting samples
from a population?

(A) Multistage sampling
(C) Quota sampling

(B) Cluster sampling

(D) Allofthe above
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68.

Y -I 0 I 2

A randoln variable Y has the following distribution

P( Y=y): 3}: 21¢ 0.4 0.1

The value of the constant k is:

(A) 0.10
(C) 0.20

(B) 0115
(D) 0.01

Symbolically P0” x P” :1 stands for

(A) circular test
(C) time reversal test
70.

(B) factor reversal test
(D) None of the above

If A and B are any two events such that P(A)=—§, P(B)=~:~ and
P(AuB)==?1-21-,tl1en P(A‘ |B)is

(A)
2/9 (8)
(C) 7/9
(D)1/12
2/7
71

The mean 11 and va1'iance 0'2 of a 11o1'1nal disnibution with probability
2

1
(21):)
ens: y unc 1011 f(\) 32” c‘<p 128 me

d ‘L f 1' ,' :——— 1. —-—~--—-——- '

(A) 11=o.2, 02:4 (13) 11:01, o2== 16
(C) 11-—-0.1, o2=64 (D) 11:02, 02:16
72.

If the angle between two regression lines obtained using the data from
variables Xand Y 13 90°, then the correlation between X and )’ is

(A)
(B)0.5
1
(C) -10 (D)
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73.

Under usual notations, which of the following inequality is correct?

(A) Vopt S VSRS 5 Vprop (B) Vprop S Vopt S VSRS
(C) l/opt 5 l/prop S VSRS (D) Vprop S VSRS S Vopt
Let X1, , X ,, be a random sample of size ‘n’ from N (0, 0), 0 > 0, The
MLE 0f0 is

n 2 7:1

(A) 2 (B) Z(xt—>?)2
(0)i=1
Zn — 1':-*1
(D) Z X.
I_

X:

The number of runs of ‘F’ in the sequence SSFFF SFSFSSFFF S is

(A) 8
(C) 7
76.

(B) 5
(D) 4

Probability of including a speciﬁed unit in a sample of size n selected
out ofN units by SRSWOR is

(A) (B)
(C) (D)
‘W

77.

: |2 2}»

If the mean of a frequency distribution is 100 and its coefﬁcient of
variation is 45%, then the standard deviation is

(A) 45
(C) 4.5

(13) 0.45

(D) 450
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78.

If C is the event that at 9.30 AM a certain doctor is in his oflice and D
is the event that he is in the hospital with respective probabilities 0.48
and 0.25. Then the probability that he is neither in his office nor in the
hospital is

(A) 0.20

(c) 0.24
79.

(B) 0.21
(D) 0.25

The average quality of the product after sampling and 100% inspection
of rejected lots is called

(A) AOQ1. (13) AOQ
(C)
RQ1, (D) LTPD
80

lim --1--:‘i—l2 is

.r—->4 x._4

(A) O
(C)
3 (B)
(D)00
7
81

'1'he least upper bound of the set {I ——H : n e N } is

(A)
0
(B)
1
~ .1.
.2.3
(C)
2 (D)

A graph which is commonly used to measure income inequality is

(A) ogivc curve (B) Lorez curve

(C) frequency cnwe (D) Pic diagranis
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The empirical relation among averages is
(A) Mean —- Mode = 2 (Mean — Median)
(B) Mean — Mode = 4 (Mean -- Median)
(C) Mean Mode =1 3 (Mean —- Median)

(D) Mean - Mode = Median
84.

The point of intersection of the two ogive cuwes for a given data
provides

(A) first quaitile (B) third quartile

(C) second quaitile (D) fourth quartile
The mean of the distribution in which the values ofx are 1, 2, n
and the frequency of each being unity is
(A)

n (1: + 1)

’2

(B1 (n+1)

(D) Y

(C)
M1:

86.

The mean of a set of observations is 42, If each observation is divided
by 3 and 5 is added to each, the mean becomes

(A) 14
(C) 47

(B) 9
(D) 19

The coefficient of variation of :2 Observations is C. The coefficient of
variation, when each of the obsewation is multiplied by K is

(A)
(B)K-E
(C) KC
C (D)
+C
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88.

In a unimodal distribution, the mean is smaller than the mode. The
distribution is

(A) positively skewed

(C) symmettic
89.

(B) negatively skewed
(D) None of the above

The measure of skewness of a distribution, based on quartiles
Q“ Q,, Q, is given by

_Q;..:Q1_iQ; _Q.I..ZQ2 + Q. 3.
(A)
Q_ Q) (B) 3

Q. .s. f 2__Qz_:Qs. Q;.:_Qt

(C) Q: “ Qt Q3 "‘ Q1
90,

Two coins are tossed. The events A-—-{'1‘T} and B = {H H} are

(A) mutually exclusive but not independent.
(B) mutually exclusive and independent.
(C) independent but not mutually exclusive.
(D) None of the above

9!.

11

Two dice are thrown. It is given that one of the dice shows 5. The
probability that the sum ofpoints on the two dice is 9 is

(A) '9" (3) ‘B;

‘C’ )2; (D) 315

92

Let A and B be two events associated with an experiment. Suppose
that [’(/I) r 0.4, P(/ILJB) = 0.7 and P(B) :: P For what value of P
are A and 13 independent‘?

(A) 0.6
(C) 0.4

(B) 0.5
(D) 0.3
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The probability of three independent events A, B and C are
P(/1)---3-, P(B}=-3- and P(C)=—:-respectively. Then P(AUBUC)
is

(A) E (B) B
(C) TS‘ (D)
A D B and r =P(A)/P(B), then

(A)
r<1 (D)
(B)r=oo
r>1
(C) r<0
If P(A/.B)=P(A), then P(B/A):

(A) PM) (B) PU?)

(C) P(AUB) (D) P(A)+P(B)
Three houses were available in a locality for allotment. Three persons
applied for a house. The probability that all the three pemons applied
for the same house is

(A) 3‘; (B) g

(C) 5 (D) 1
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97.

..-..4

The probability that a student passes in mathematics is 3 and that he

passes in physics 18 Assuming that passing in mathematics and
physics are independent, what is the probability that he passes in
mathematics and fails in physics?

(A) ~35 (B) 3%
(C) -3% (D) $5
98.

The distribution having memoty less properly is

(A) rectangular distribution
(C) Cauchy distribution
99.

(B) nonnal distribution
(D) exponential distribution

Let (X,Y) have joint pdf given by f(.\‘, y) = e*°""); x, y > 0 Then

(A) X and Yare independent.
(B) Xand Yare not independent.
(C) correlation coefficient betwecnXand Y is l.
(D) None of the above
100.

The pdf 0fXis f = :1Z—e"i"i ; —co < .1‘ < 00. The distribution is

(A) exponential

(C) Pareto
I01.

(B) Cauchy
(D) Laplace

Let X be a discrete random variable and F(x) is its cdf, then
P((7<XSb) iS

(A) Ftb)—Ft«) {B} Ftb)+F(«}

(C) F(b)><F(a) ‘rm. 0
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102. For the following probability distribution of X

_1131

Ml)’ 6 2 10 30

(A) (B)
(C)

(D)
mll->w!-

.r:.l--z~a!»

103. A random variable Xlakcs values x with p(x)as under:

.1‘ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

p : k 31’: 5!: 7k 9k 1 1k 13k
The smallest value of x for which p(X S .1‘) >-:- is

(A)
(B) 53
(C) 64 (D)

104. If X is co11tinuo11s random variable, then the probability at a point a is

(A)
1
(13)
a
(C) 0 (D) Cannot say
0 if .1’ < 0

105. If F(x)== x’ if 0S.1‘<l
1 ‘if x > 1

then p(X > 0.75) is equal to

(A)
0.5 (B) 0.4375
(C) 0.4537 (D) 0.4735
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106.

If f(x) = 6x(l-x); 0 s x s1 and p(X < b) .—. p(X > b), then b
satisﬁes the equation

(A) 4b’-6b’+1=o (B) 4b’+6b’-I-1:-0

(C) 4b’-6b’-—1=0 (D) 4b’—6b‘+3=O

107.

3
l
C2_.3_

If the pdf of a random variable X is
3

-—— ‘f .' 1

f(x): X‘ z 1>

0 othe1wise

then E(X) is

(A>—4 (B)~
2
< ) 3 (D) 2
108.

1l

Let the pmf of a discrete random variable x be

p(x): p(1 -1))" x = 0,1, 2....;0< p <1.
Then E(X) is

(A) (lfp) (B) (I pp)

(C) E (D) (l__p)
109.

Given thatE(X + c) 2 8, E(X --—c) :12. Then c is

(A)
(C) 24(13)
(D)-2
4
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110.

The variance of the random variable X is 4. Its mean is 2. Then

E(X’) is

(A) 1
(C) 3
111.

(B) 4
(D) 16

The moment generating function of a random variable is (1-1).: The
variance of the random variable is

(A) 24 (1))
(B) 60
(C)

112.

A random variable X has mean 3 and vatiance 2. Then for any I 2 0,
the upper bound for P(|X -312 I) is

(A)
(B)
<0) (D)
113.

lI

(A) 1 (B) 2
(C) E (D) '3
114.

Let X be a random variabie with pdf 1' =%, < 1 and 0 otherwise.

Then E(X) is

(A) 1 (B) 0

(C) -;— (0) §
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115.

X and Y are independent random variables with variances 1 and 2
respectively. Then V(2X -5)’) is

(A) 46
(C) 54
116.

(B) 49
(D) 48

If X and Y are independent, then

(A) E(X+ Y): E(X)E(}’)
(B) E(X)’) = E(X)E(Y)
(C) E(X}’) = E(X)+E(Y)
(D) E(X1’) = 0
117.

1
1
0' 0'

If X is a random variable with mean ,u and variance 0’, then

4.0yoris

(A) 0 + 0" (B) 1

(C) ~—- + 02 (D) -7 + or
118.

Binomial distribution applies to

(A) rare events
(B) dichotomous, repeated independent outcomes
(C) impossible events

(D) three events
119.

Which one of the following is true in the case of binomial distribution?

(A) Mean 7 ;)/ariance 16

(C) Mean 6 ; so J?

(B) Mean 5 , variance 9
(D) Mean 4 ; SD «/3
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120.

A box contains 100 watches of which 20 are defective. 10 watches are

selected at random for inspection. The pmbability that all 10 are
defective is

(A) (B)
5

4 10

(C) [3]
121.

4;)

4 [0

If a random variable X follows a Poisson distribution with pa1'an1cte1°

A = 3, then E(X’) is

(A)
3 (D)
(B)27
9
(C) I2

122.

For a Poisson distribution

A) mean = standard deviation
(8) mean = variance
(C) mean # variance
(D) mean > variance
123.

IfX follow N ()2, or’) , the points of inflexion are

(A)
ip
(B)
y
i
0
(C) 0' i ,u (D) ;t i 20'
I24.

Ina normal distribution skewness is

(A)
one (B) zero
(C) greater than one (D) less than one
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125.

If X is a normal variate with mean 80 and standard deviation 10, then

p(X S80) is

(A)
I
(B)
1:;
(C) 0 (D) 0.6826
126.

If X ~ N (2, 4) and Y ~ N (-1,4) are independent, then the
coefficient of variation of X -4- Y is

(A) (B) 2.5

(C) (D) 0
tolw him

127.

If the correlation coefficient between two variables X and l’ is -1, then
the two regression lines

(A) are peipendicnlar to each other

(H) coincide

I1 22

(C) are parallel to each other
(D) do not exist
128.

If the regression lines between two random variables are
2x—-3y = 5 and 2x-9y :10, then 2;}, is

(A)-9B(—~
)9

(C) 3 (D)

129.

The correlation coefficient between X and Y is - 0.4. The correlation
coefficient between 3X and 21’ is

(A)
(B) 0.9
(C) —~0.6
-0.4 ;isl‘;}
0..
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130.

131.

The correct pair of values of two regression coefficient is

(2) -3

(B) (-L1)

(C) (3, 2)

(D) [%, 2)

If the covariance between two random variables is positive, then the
correlation coefficient will be between

(A) (-1.0)
—1 1

(C) (7:3)
I32.

(B) o
(D) -0.4

If the slope of the trend is positive, it shows

(A) a decreasing trend
(C) an oscillating trend
134.

(D) (One)

Which of the following cannot be the multiple correlation coefficient
between X, and (X,, X,) ?

(A) 1
(C) 0.4
133.

(B) (0.1)

(B) aconstant trend
(D) an increasing trend

Vital statistics is mainly concerned with

(A)
births (B)
(C) marriages (D)
135.

deaths
All of the above

Vital statistics are generally expressed as

(A) percentages (B) per million
(C) per trillion (D) per thousand
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136.

Let x,, x,,...., X" be a random sample from a normal distribution
N (p, 0’). An unbiased estimator of 0’ is

(B) 2 xi’

(C) -’1:Z(xi—f)2 (D) ;—3_—1Z(xi—§)’
137.

Let X have F — distribution with (4, 8) df. The distribution of i; will
be

(A) Fwith (4, 8) df

(C) twith4df
138.

(B) Fwith (8, 4) df
(D) Fwith (4,4) df

As :1 -—->oo, the standard error of the sample mean from N (,u,o‘”)
tends to

(A) 00 (B) 0

(C) 1( D
) J;

139.

I

Let X,,X2,....,X,, be a random sample from N ()1, 0') then
X“ X2, ....+X,, is

(A) sufficient statistic for p
(B) sufficient statistics for 0'2
(C) unbiased for ,u
(D) unbiased for 0"
140.

Sufficient statistic for a parameter can be found using

(A) Rao-Blackwelltheorem
(C) Neyman—Pearson lemma

(B) Ncyman—Fislier theorem
(D) Inversion. theorem
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141.

The likelihood function is the

(A) joint density as a function of _.g given 6
(B) joint density as a function of 6 given it
(C) conditional density of 5- given 19
(D) None of the above
142.

The minimum variance estimate obtained through Rao-Blackwell
theorem is

(A) a function of the sufficient statistic
(B) not a function of the sufficient statistic

(C) not unbiased
(D) consistent
143.

For testing the independence of attributes in an mxn contingency
table, the degrees of freedom for the Chi-square is

(A) m-I-n—l (B) mu-1

(c) (m-l)(n~—l) (D) in-"
144.

F ~ distribution is

(A) positively skewed
(C) symmetrical
145.

(B) negatively skewed
(D) None of the above

The power of the test is defined as the probability of

(A) rejecting Ho when H0 is true
(B) rejecting H1 when Hg is true
(C) rejecting Ho when Hg is false
(D) None of the above
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146.

The factor (1—-1%] is called

(A) sampling fraction
(B) ﬁnite population correction
(C) sampling proportion
(D) sampling interval
I47.

Which one of the following is correctly matched?

(A) §—chart z;’¢3JE
(B) c— chart it A, If
(C) R - chart D, 1-? and D‘ -R
(D) np ~— chart F :l: A, I?
148.

The conﬁdence interval for ﬂ in a normal population with mean ,u
and variance 0*’ (known) is based on the

(A) normal distribution

(B) t—distrilJution
(D) exponentialdistribution

(C) F-distribution
149.

Analysis of variance is a technique to test the hypothesis of the

equality of several (assuming normality).

(A) variances (B) correlation coefficient

(C) replications (D) means

150.

In systematic sampling, the following is selected at random

(A) First unitonly
(C) Half of the units

(B) Last unit only
(D) All units
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